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1. Introduction 

On request by CCR Hansa NRAs, the TSOs of CCR Hansa have prepared this 

addendum to the explanatory document for Capacity Calculation Region Hansa 

regional design of long-term transmission rights in accordance with Article 31 of 

the Commission Regulation (EU) 2016/1719 of 26 September 2016 establishing 

a guideline on forward capacity allocation (FCA GL), which was submitted on the 

17th of November 2017. 

 

In the following sections, the TSOs of CCR Hansa elaborate on the positive effect 

on available long-term-transmission capacity by issuing FTR-options.  

 

The TSOs propose to implement the Long Term Transmission Rights (LTTRs) as 

FTR-options after a consultation response to the CCR Hansa regional design of 

LTTRs following article 31 of the FCA GL asking for more capacity on the border 

between DK1 and DE/LU. The Hansa TSOs believe that they are able to fulfil this 

requirement from the market if the LTTRs are implemented as FTR-options in-

stead of PTRs.  

 

2. FTRs-options versus PTRs 

The difference between FTR-options and PTRs is the ability to nominate physical 

power. However, as the borders in CCR Hansa are subject to market coupling, 

there is no reason for the market participant to nominate the PTR, as this would 

not give a better market outcome, as illustrated in section 3.   

 

This is also seen by the fact that the PTRs on the Danish-German borders have 

not been nominated in 2016 or 2017. 

 

From the TSOs’ perspective, nominated PTRs can interfere with security of sup-

ply. Nominations from a PTR will have to be handled by the TSO, who might 

have to countertrade the power if the grid for some reason is not intact and the 

nominations risk overloading the grid (especially after the PTR nomination dead-

line). This physical risk is removed if the LTTRs are implemented as FTR-options, 

without the market participants being financially affected by the shift from PTRs 

to FTR-options.  
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The remaining risk for the TSOs when issuing a FTR-option will be a financial 

risk, namely the FTR-options were auctioned for less than the market spread to 

be paid back to the market participants, or lessthan the costs of curtailment.  

Since PTRs and FTR-options do not differ in the benefits for the market partici-

pants and since TSOs can improve their processes and security of supply, the 

TSOs of CCR Hansa suggested the change from PTRs to FTR-options.   

For the TSOs, the avoidance of the physical risk of nominated PTRs can poten-

tially increase the available LTTR capacity on the borders in CCR Hansa.   

 

2.1 Changes in financial regulation 

PTRs have historically been chosen by the CCR Hansa TSOs due to financial reg-

ulation.  

 

Previously, there was uncertainty about whether or not FTR-options would be 

governed by the financial regulation of EMIR and MiFID1, while PTRs were con-

sidered to be exempted. Financial reporting following EMIR and MiFID has previ-

ously been assessed to be relatively costly, and especially Danish market partic-

ipants have also mentioned that the financial regulation would be a deterrent to 

buying the FTR-options. It would especially be the smaller market participants 

who would not trade FTR-options due to financial regulation.  

 

From January 1st 2018, MiFID II replaced MiFID, and MiFID II exempts all LTTRs 

in the primary market from financial regulation (cf. Whereas (35) and Article 2 

1(n) in MiFID II). This means that LTTRs bought directly on the TSO auctions 

performed by the Joint Allocation Office (JAO) will not require EMIR reporting. 

This removes any possible discrimination against smaller market participants 

when selling FTR-options instead of PTRs. The Hansa TSOs see this exemption in 

the financial regulation as a new situation, which means that PTRs no longer 

have a benefit of less costly reporting over FTR-options. 

 

However, the secondary market, i.e. purchase of FTR-options among market 

participants, is not covered by this exemption which means that any FTR-options 

 

1 MiFID Directive 2004/39/EC, MiFID II Directive 2014/65/EU and EMIR 648/2012 
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traded between markets participants have to be reported under EMIR by the 

market participants themselves.  

 

3. Illustration of PTR nomination vs. FTR-option  

To illustrate the fact that nominations do not give a better outcome for PTRs 

with UIOSI when market coupling exists, please see the following examples.  

 

The examples consider a thermal power plant in area A with a customer in area 

B. For the power plant, a marginal cost of 10 EUR/MWh is assumed, and the 

price for the customer is assumed to be 21 EUR/MWh.  

The profit of the power plant depends on whether or not it nominates its PTR or 

not.  

 

There can be three different scenarios 

1. Price in area B < Price in area A 

2. Price in area B = Price in area A 

3. Price in area B > Price in area A 

 

Scenario 1 

Assumption: Day-ahead price in area B = 12 EUR/MWh < day-ahead price in 

area A = 15 EUR/MWh 

 

Nomination of PTR with UIOSI: 

Price for customer – marginal cost of power plant = 21-10 = 11 EUR/MWh 

 

No nomination of PTR with UIOSI: 

Day-ahead price in area A – marginal cost of power plant + price for customer – 

day-ahead price in area B + cashflow of PTR with UIOSI2 = 15-10+21-12+0 = 

14 EUR/MWh 

 

 The optimal decision is not to nominate the PTR 

 

 

2 Cashflow from PTR with UIOSI is zero as market flow is in opposite direction than the PTR 
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Scenario 2 

Assumption: Day-ahead price in area B = day-ahead price in area A = 15 

EUR/MWh 

 

Nomination of PTR with UIOSI: 

Price for customer – marginal cost of power plant = 21-10 = 11 EUR/MWh 

 

No nomination of PTR with UIOSI: 

Day-ahead price in area A – marginal cost of power plant + price for customer – 

day-ahead price in area B + cash flow of PTR with UIOSI3 = 15-10+21-

15+0=11 EUR/MWh 

 

 Nominating PTR does not result in added value for the power plant.  

 

Scenario 3 

Assumption: Day-ahead price in area B = 12 EUR/MWh > day-ahead price in 

area A = 4 EUR/MWh 

 

Nomination of PTR with UIOSI: 

Price for customer – marginal cost of power plant = 21-10 = 11 EUR/MWh 

 

No nomination of PTR with UIOSI: 

Price for customer – day-ahead price in area B + cash flow of PTR with UIOSI4 

= 21-12+(12-4) = 17 EUR/MWh 

 

 The optimal decision is not to nominate the PTR 

 

 

As seen from the examples above, a PTR with UIOSI and markets with market 

coupling do not have an effect on the production decision, and it will never be an 

advantage to nominate the PTR with UIOSI. In this way the PTR works in the 

same way as an FTR-option from the market participant’s perspective. 

 

3
 Cashflow from PTR with UIOSI is zero as the price difference between the areas is zero 

4
 Cashflow from PTR with UIOSI is 8 as the power plant owns a PTR with UIOSI from area A to Area B, 

and the day-ahead price in area B is 12 while the day-ahead price in area A is 4. 


